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Scripture: Observations

3:1-8 We need it and feel the lack of it keenly.
When one is very young life looks like a

12:1-7 long thing but when one is older it looks
more like a passing dream. But God is
eternal... He has the time we need so very
much. The implication of the Scriptures
is that He gives us as much as we need...
we must appropriate what He has made
available and live with Him in it.

c. Physical Requirements

Scripture Observations

2.24 The energies and strengths needed for

5l8 whatever tasks may come are no liability
to the Lord. He has all power and supplies

8I5 it as we need. This is why the strong do
not always win the race ...God does not

9"9 always give the strength uniformly. We have
differing physiques and capabilities but
God prepares us each to serve in agreement
with His cause. Thus no one can take a
great deal of comfort in what one is except
as one is that in Cod.

d. Moral Requirements (this is really morale, gang)

Scripture Observations

- - 2.26 Without the wisdom and knowledge given by
God we would be perpetually bewildered
about life settings. But God puts joy in

9.7 our hearts and that evervates us for what
ever setting is about. As with the other
points, this must be appropriated and those
who wish to be gloomy and dull may be so.

e. Spiritual Requirements:

Scripture Observations

5:1-7 To know how we should live before God would
defy our natural understanding since our
finite minds cannot approach His. But He is

8"12-14 pleased to let us know what the spiritual
standards are and how we may conform to

1l9 them. This great need in life causes much
uneasiness until one grips the truth that
this need is met by God.
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